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a Structuring your answer
EPicking out relevant points

I For next time:
I focus in class

a Add detail to your answers
Read the question carefully 4
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B) Name one country that soldiers were fighting in

when they were on the 'Western Front'.

C) What was the name of the law put in place to

control safety and security in Britain during the

war?

D) During which Great War Battle did British gas

blow back on many of their advancing soldiers?
cccs

E) Name one type of Gas used by the British on the

Western Front.

F) In what year did the Great War begin?

G) Whose assassination is considered the 'spark

cause' that led to the start of the Great War?

H) During which Great War Battle did the British use

a week-long artillery bombardment at the start?

l) Name one thing that was censored during the

Great War.

J) Give the name for one of the standard issue

machine guns that was used by the British during

the Great War.



PART 2: Long Answer (14 marks)
Answer the following questions on lined paper.

1. Describe the tactics used to defend trenches on the Western Front.

Give a separate sentence for each point.

Try to include as much detail as possible.
4

2. Explain the reasons why many Scots 'joined up' at the start of the Great War

For each explanation, use the two part structure:
> One reason why many Scots joined up floe s+ar+ of 6rea+ War was because...

> This mean* *hat... 6

3. Sources B and C are about rationing in Scotland during the Great War.

Source B

Compulsory rationing was introduced in stages between December 1917 and April 1918. Ration

cards were issued and everyone had to register with a local butcher and grocer. One of the first
items to be rationed was sugar in February 1918. However by the end of April, meat, butter,
cheese and margarine were added to the list. Rationing benefited the health of the country,

decreasing the average calorie intake only very slightly.

Source C

People began to fear that the country was running out of food. Panic buying led to shortages. In

February 1918, one of the first items the Ministry of Food decided to ration was sugar. This was

later followed by butchers' meat and dairy products. The idea of rationing food was to guarantee

supplies, not to reduce consumption. This kept the Scottish people healthy as the intake of

calories almost kept up to the pre-war level.

Compare the views of Sources B and C about rationing in Scotland during the Great War. 4

COMPARISON QUESTION STRUCTURE - copy this out onto your lined paper. DO NOT write

your answer on this sheet.

use the wording of the question

Overall, sources & C a ree / disaoree abom+

Somrces & C ree / disaøree bom+

Source says

Whereas/similarlq Source C says

Sources & C ree / disa ree loom*

Somrce says 
t

Whereas/similarly Source C says '
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